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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Diesel engine technology is facing new challenges in the new century. Increasing
worldwide concern over fossil fuel shortage, pollutant emissions, and greenhouse gas has
led to more stringent regulations on emissions and fuel efﬁciency. On the other hand, with
progress in advanced combustion modes, alternative fuels, and spray research, with their
high power density and low cost, diesel engines are still promising in serving our society
in a clean and efﬁcient way. Meanwhile, researchers are putting more and more attention
on biodiesel as it gives several advantages, such as lower emissions and easy application
[1, 2, 3]; but one notorious problem of the biodiesel engine is its higher oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) emission. Many experiments have investigated the underlying reasons [4, 5, 6, 7].
The numerical approach, especially the computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) simulation application, has been an important tool for engine research and development for
over 30 years. Its role is enhanced by advancement in computational science, computer
hardware, and understanding in chemistry and physics.

1

1.2 Motivation
Due to the popularity of the emerging biodiesel fuel, there is a need for a reliable and
practical computational model to simulate biodiesel combustion and ﬂuid motion inside an
engine. Such a model will provide researchers with necessary insight into the complicated
in-cylinder phenomena and clues to solve problems that arise with biodiesel engines.

1.3 Objectives and Approach
The goals of this study are summarized below:
1. Validate the current CFD tool and its submodels against available experimental data,
especially in-cylinder pressure and apparent heat release rate (AHRR) trends.
2. Compare and analyze the combustion characteristics of diesel and biodiesel.
3. Examine the NOx emissions trends from a biodiesel-fueled engine through CFD
tool.
To meet these objectives, the computational domain was ﬁrst constructed based on engine geometry and compression ratio measurements. The raw experimental data was processed using an inhouse-developed Matlab code. The CFD code, CONVERGE, was used
for modeling combustion in a VW TDI engine fueled with diesel. The Kelvin-Helmholtz
(KH) and the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) spray breakup models were calibrated to represent the
physical properties associated with atomization and spray development characteristics.
The submodels were then validated by matching diesel combustion simulation to experimental data at various loads (from BMEPs 2.5 bar to 10 bar) and injection timings (from
10◦ BTDC to 0◦ BTDC). Furthermore, a newly derived and validated skeletal biodiesel
mechanism available in the open literature was introduced to model biodiesel combustion chemistry. The post-processed results that contain spatial and temporal information
2

of important species and parameters were used in correlating observed phenomena to the
underlying combustion chemistry.

3

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews the recent history of CFD modeling in diesel engine research
and the emerging alternative fuel, biodiesel. Also discussed are the various approaches to
model diesel spray combustion and the speciﬁc submodels used to simulate spray penetration, atomization, vaporization, combustion, emissions, etc.

2.1 CFD Modeling
To provide strong support for experimental engine research, the CFD tool was introduced more than 25 years ago. With the development of its submodels and increasing
computing power, CFD is playing an increasingly signiﬁcant role. Before CONVERGE,
the tool used in this study, several major CFD software programs (KIVA[8, 9, 10, 11],
FLUENT, FIRE, STAR-CD) have already been developed and applied in universities, national laboratories, and industries.

2.1.1 Diesel Engine Modeling
The usage of CFD largely appeared in conventional diesel engine modeling. For example, Mesaros [12] outlined a procedure in FLUENT for producing computational mesh
for a multi-valve intake port and the cylinder geometry of a heavy duty diesel engine.
4

Comparison with experimentally obtained local velocity and turbulence distribution data
conﬁrmed the reliability of the method. Hajireza et al. [13] used FIRE for combustion
bowl assessment for diesel engines. The inﬂuences of bowl geometry were assessed and
one optimal bowl was chosen based on indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) and NOx
and emission index (a combination of speciﬁc NOx and speciﬁc soot). Molina et al. [14]
compared the effects of single injection (Pilot + Main injection) with post injection (Pilot
+ Main + Post) at various post injection timings using STAR-CD. The results showed that
the end of combustion would take place earlier if the post injection was near the main
injection, as shown in the experiments. Patterson et al. [15], using KIVA-II, studied the
effects of injection pressures and split injections on diesel engine performance and soot
and NOx emissions. They showed that soot and NOx increased at low injection pressures, which was consistent with the experimental results. Results also showed a higher
temperature region between two spray pulses, which promoted NOx formation and soot
oxidation.

2.1.2 Submodel Development
Due to the complicated nature of ﬂuid motion and combustion processes in engines,
dedicated submodels are used to solve each sub-process, including injection, spray breakup,
vaporization, collision, wall impingement, and combustion, etc. Being very important
components in the overall simulation, their development, validation, and modiﬁcation have
been very a popular research area since the beginning of the CFD era.
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Take the spray breakup model as an example. In 1987, O’Rourke [16] introduced the
Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB) model. Later that year, Reitz [17] developed the wave
model, which is later called the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) model. In 1996, Su [18] developed the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) model. In 1999, Senecal et al. [19] introduced the Linearized Instability Sheet Atomization (LISA) model. In 2010, Som [20] added the effects
of cavitation and turbulence generated inside the injector to the KH model and developed
the KH-ACT model. The improved model has been validated.
The turbulence models that use the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stroks (RANS) approach have been discussed the most. In this approach, the ﬁeld is decomposed into an
ensemble mean and a ﬂuctuating component. The standard k − ε model was included
by Amsden in KIVA-II [9]. Later on, the Renormalization Group Theory (RNG) k − ε
model was brought up by Yakhot [21]. More recently, Han introduced the modiﬁed, rapid
distortion RNG k − ε model [22].
To model ignition and combustion accurately, a four-step reaction Arrhenius ignition
model and a turbulent combustion ﬂamelet model were developed by Dillies et. al. [23].
But more commonly used are the Shell ignition model [24, 25] and the characteristic time
combustion (CTC) model [26]. When the chemical reaction timescales are faster than ﬂuid
motion timescales, the chemical equilibrium solver CEQ [27] can also be used. Recently,
a detailed chemical kinetics model, SAGE, has been developed by Senecal et al. [28].
Several NOx models have been proposed. The thermal mechanism (also known as the
extended Zeldovich mechanism) [29] dominates in high-temperature over a large range
of equivalence ratios. It is highly sensitive to O, N, and OH species concentrations and
6

their residence time in the high temperature environment. It is relatively well understood.
Fenimore [30] proposed prompt mechanism; some NO is produced in the ﬂame zone of
laminar premixed ﬂames (for example), through reactions initiated by methylidyne (CH),
before there would be time to form NO by thermal mechanism. Another nitrous oxide
(N2 O) mechanism was proposed by Wolfrum [31], which consider NO produced by N2 O
related reactions. It has not been discussed too much.
Submodels used in this study will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

2.2 Biodiesel Combustion in Diesel Engines

2.2.1 Biodiesel
With the increasing worldwide concern over atmospheric pollution and the shortage of
fossil fuels, researchers have been looking for alternative fuels that may solve the problems. Biodiesel, increasingly accepted as a diesel supplement, is now under extensive
research.
Biodiesel is comprised of mono-alkyl esters of long chain fatty acids from vegetable
oils and animal fats [32]. Methanol is generally used in the trans-esteriﬁcation reaction in
production, leading to the formation of fatty acid methyl esters [33]. Generally, the common methyl esters found in biodiesel are methyl palmitate (C17 H34 O2 ), methyl stearate
(C19 H38 O2 ), methyl oleate (C19 H36 O2 ), methyl linoleate (C19 H34 O2 ) and methyl linolenate (C19 H32 O2 ). All of them have a methyl ester group attached to a large hydrocarbon
chain. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of each of these methyl esters.
7

Figure 2.1
Structures of the components in biodiesel [33]

Compared to conventional diesel, biodiesel fueling of diesel engines produce lower
carbon monoxide (CO), unburned hydrocarbon (HC) and particulate matter (PM) emissions[1,
2]. Biodiesel can be used in current diesel engines with little hardware modiﬁcations [4]
and is generally compatible with the existing fuel distribution infrastructure in the United
States [3]. But, biodiesel also presents some issues, such as higher NOx emissions (under
some conditions) [1, 2] and decreased oxidative stability [3], that need to be alleviated
before wider application can be adopted. In addition, some problems, such as biodiesel’s
long term impact on modern common rail injection systems [5] and biodiesel’s production
on world net greenhouse gas emissions, are not clearly understood now [34].
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Among all the problems, the higher NOx emissions attract the most concern from the
engine research and development community. Extensive experimental and computational
research efforts have focused on this aspect as will be reviewed in the next subsection.
The atomization and vaporization behavior of biodiesel and diesel were investigated
by Higgins et al. [35], who measured the liquid penetration length of the two fuels in
a constant volume combustion vessel at various in-cylinder temperatures and densities.
Liquid penetration length is deﬁned as the axial position that encompasses 97% of the
injected fuel mass at a given timing after start of injection (SOI). They found that biodiesel
had a longer liquid length at the same condition, due to its higher distillation temperatures.
In recent studies by Som et. al. [36, 37], the injection and spray characteristics of diesel
and biodiesel (from soy-based feedstock) were compared using an integrated modeling
approach. The simulation identiﬁed differences in spray characteristics between diesel and
biodiesel due to variations in nozzle ﬂow characteristics. Speciﬁcally, it was observed that
the spray penetration length was higher for biodiesel, while the cone angle was smaller.
This result was attributed to reduced in-nozzle cavitation and turbulence, which resulted
in slower spray breakup for biodiesel and led to increased fuel penetration. To study the
combustion behavior of the two fuels, Wu et al. [38] measured the ﬂame lift-off length,
which is deﬁned as the farthest upstream location reached by a diffusion ﬂame. They found
that biodiesel had a slightly smaller lift-off length because of its higher ﬂame reactivity.
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2.2.2 NOx from Biodiesel Fueled Engines
Based on the temporal and spatial laser-sheet imaging of fuel, vapor, soot, and OH
particle distribution, Dec [39] developed a new conceptual model of diesel combustion
that can correlate virtually all of the data from optical diagnostics. His theory is based
on the thermal NO mechanism by assuming that it plays much larger role than any other
mechanisms. The temporal sequence of diesel combustion and soot and NOx formation
were described in detail in that paper.

Figure 2.2
Schematic of Dec’s conceptual model for a certain time during mixing controlled burn
[39]

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of Dec’s conceptual model for a certain time during
mixing-controlled burn. According to Dec, NOx mainly forms at the lean side of the
diffusion ﬂame around the jet periphery. The local temperature is high enough, and oxy10

gen concentration is the optimum (nearly stoichiometric combustion), while in the region
downstream the premixed burn and inside the diffusion ﬂame, fuel is rich and is not suitable for NOx formation. However, it should be noted that, since NOx formation requires
relatively long residence time, it may be prolonged to the latter part of the mixing controlled burn or even after the end of combustion.
To understand the potential reasons for widely reported NOx increase with biodiesel
fueling, Mueller et al. [4] examined and summarized several hypotheses based on the
thermal NOx mechanism using experimental data from the Sandia Compression ignition
Optical Research Engine (SCORE):
1. Biodiesel combustion produces less soot, thus reducing radiative heat transfer and
increasing ﬂame temperature. He found that the 45-cetane (CN45) diesel primary
reference fuel (blend of n-hexadecane and 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane), which
shows lower cycle-integrated spatially integrated natural luminosity (lower soot radiative heat transfer loss, thus higher ﬂame temperature) than biodiesel actually had
lower NOx emissions. This hypothesis was disproved.
2. Biodiesel provides higher local oxygen availability during the premixed burn. He
found that the oxygen equivalence ratio (deﬁned as the amount of oxygen required
to convert all carbon atoms to CO2 and all hydrogen atoms to H2 O, divided by the
amount of oxygen available in the reactants) was always closer to stoichiometric for
biodiesel (6 compared to 5 for CN45) at lift-off length, and the higher NOx was
correlated with stoichiometric conditions. This hypothesis was proved.
3. Higher cetane number of biodiesel leads to an advancement in ignition, providing
longer residence time at a higher temperature. He found that the start of combustion
for each fuel at various loads were very close. Then, he validated that biodiesel
burns faster than diesel regardless of the combustion phasing selected, which lead
to higher in-cylinder temperature and longer residence time. These two factors are
important in NOx formation. This hypothesis was proved.
4. Biodiesel has higher adiabatic ﬂame temperature. He discovered that the adiabatic
ﬂame temperature for #2 ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) was actually higher for the
biodiesel, but the former showed lower NOx emission than biodiesel. This hypothesis was disproved.
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They concluded that a combination of several factors could lead to the increased NOx
emissions associated with biodiesel combustion, and besides the thermal NO mechanism,
engine calibration might also play a role.
Bunce [40] found that the biodiesel optimal parameter values shifted away from the
diesel nominal settings, as intake air/fuel ratio (AFR), main SOI, rail pressure, exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR), etc., directly inﬂuence brake speciﬁc fuel consumption (BSFC) and
brake speciﬁc NOx (BSNOx). Based on the author’s survey, studies on engine calibration
are fewer than those on combustion.
The underlying mechanisms provide background for solutions. Low temperature combustion (LTC) such as homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) is generally
accepted as one solution. For example, Zheng [5] observed that using 55% to 65% EGR
(under LTC condition) can achieve ultra-low NOx emissions without soot penalty under
low and medium loads in a biodiesel fueled engine. He also pointed out that the prolonged ignition delay can also ensure LTC conditions. Fang [41] found that for early SOI,
there was a trade-off between ignition delay and fuel oxygen content in affecting NOx
emissions, while retarded post-top dead center (TDC) injection (leads to HCCI-like combustion mode) can reduce NOx emissions under low load. For engine calibration, Bunce
[40] suggested that lower AFR, higher EGR, and an earlier start of the main injection
would mitigate the biodiesel NOx emissions. These controls can be integrated into the
stock engine control module (ECM).
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2.2.3 CFD’s Role
Computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) provides researchers with supplementary information on key NOx-related species and parameters with spatial and temporal resolution
that is not available in current optical research engines. This provides the primary motivation for the present work, i.e., to model biodiesel combustion with a high ﬁdelity and
to eventually provide insights regarding the experimentally observed NOx differences between diesel and biodiesel.
The ﬁrst requirement for CFD study on biodiesel combustion is the development of reaction mechanism that can best capture the combustion characteristics of biodiesel (such as
ignition delay and important species history) and is computationally practical. Researchers
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) explored the use of methyl butanoate (MB, C5 H10 O2 ) as a biodiesel surrogate and developed the detailed mechanism
[42]. This model has been validated and modiﬁed by several researchers [43, 44, 45] in
shock tube or rapid compression machine (RCM) experiments. Brakora et at. [46] was
successful in using a combination of methyl butanoate and n-heptane (C7 H16 ) mechanisms, ERC-bio, to model biodiesel combustion. Recently, a detailed mechanism of a new
biodiesel surrogate, methyl decanoate (MD, C11 H22 O2 ), which can better reﬂect biodiesel
chemistry, has been developed at LLNL [47]. Methyl decanoate contains no double bond
which exists in most biodiesel esters (see Figure 2.1). According to Herbinet [33], double
bonds can inﬂuence the reactivity of fuels and the formation of unsaturated species, which
are known to be the precursors of soot. Most recently, LLNL developed a blend surrogate model containing methyl decanoate, methyl-9-decenoate (MD9D, C11 H20 O2 ), and
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n-heptane [33]. Methyl-9-decenoate was chosen because it has one double bond that is at
the same location as the ﬁrst double bond in methyl oleate, methyl linoleate, and methyl
linolenate [33]. N-heptane was introduced as the alkane surrogate [48]. Figure 2.3 shows
structures of MB, MD, and MD9D.

Figure 2.3
Sructures of surrogates (a) MB, (b) MD, and (c) MD9D [48]

Since the LLNL mechanism contains 3299 species and 10806 reactions, it is computationally prohibitive. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the mechanism to eliminate
unimportant species and reactions to ensure efﬁcient as well as reliable computation. Luo
et. al. [49] took three steps to reduce the mechanism to 89 species and 364 reactions. In
the ﬁrst step of reduction, they applied the revised directed relation graph (DRG) method,
in which the dependence of species A on species B is described as:
rAB =

maxi |vA,i ωi Bi |
,
maxi |vA,i ωi |
14

(2.1)

where rAB is calculated to quantify the relative error induced to species A by the elimination of B. A is a known, very important species. If the parameter, rAB , is smaller than
a user deﬁned threshold value, the reaction that connects A and B is trimmed off. Also,
i is the ith elementry reaction, vA is the net stoichiometric coefﬁcient (vi − vi ) of A, ω
is the net reaction rate, and

Bi

is 1 if the ith reaction involves B and is 0 otherwise. In

the second step, they used the isomer lumping method since isomers share similar thermal
and transport properties. Two isomers are grouped and taken as a single species if they are
correlated approximately by a constant factor for the sampled reaction states. The process
is iterated until the maximum extent of reduction is achieved. In the third step, a more
time-consuming DRG-aided sensitivity analysis (DRGASA) method re-examined the retained but not absolutely important (below rAB = 0.8) species and made further reduction.
The derived skeletal mechanism predicted ignition and species’ history very well. Other
researchers developed their own methods for the reduction. For example, Brakora [48]
reduced the MD and MD9D mechanism separately using the DRG and combined them
together. The skeletal mechanism has 77 species and 216 reactions and gives satisfactory
performance for modeling biodiesel combustion in diesel engine.
The last preparation for simulating biodiesel combustion is to modify the existing
CFD sub-models so that they are able to handle several components (MD, MD9D, and
n-heptane) in the surrogate simultaneously. Meanwhile, the constants in spray breakup
models should be adjusted accordingly to represent the biodiesel liquid length accurately.
Brakora [48] modeled biodiesel-fueled engine combustion using KIVA3v-Release 2
coupled with CHEMKIN-II for four different engine loads at the same SOI. The in15

cylinder pressure and AHRR predictions were relatively good, although ignition delays
were over-predicted by approximately 2 crank angle degrees (CAD). NOx was slightly
over-predicted, but the trends were captured. Spatial and temporal distributions of oxygen
and NOx showed that in-cylinder NOx levels were correlated with local O2 levels, and O2
levels decreased as the load increases (more fuel to oxidize), leading to NOx reduction.
Ren et al. [50] added a three-step soot mechanism and an eight-step NOx mechanism that
included both the thermal NO and prompt NO mechanisms into the previously mentioned
ERC-bio mechanism. They also considered the competition for CH between soot and NOx
formation in biodiesel combustion by introducing the CH species and 3 related reactions.
CONVERGE simulation results showed that the soot and NOx mechanisms together predicted the both emissions very close to experimental data. Yang et al. [51] formed another
reduced mechanism for rapeseed methyl ester by combining a reduced MB mechanism
[46] and a n-heptane and toluene (C7 H8 ) based diesel surrogate mechanism [52]. They
also added a relatively large NO formation mechanism, 15 reactions for thermal NO/N2 O
and 27 reactions for NCN-based prompt NO. Sensitivity analysis and further study showed
that both thermal and prompt mechanism inﬂuenced NO formation, and the former was
dominant, contributing to approximately 89% of the NO produced. Analysis of φ − T
maps demonstrated that the presence of oxygen atoms lead rapeseed biodiesel combustion to lean conditions which favor NO formation. Instead of using biodiesel combustion
chemistry, Cheng et at. [53] modiﬁed the SHELL ignition model in their KIVA-3V Release
2 code. The comparison results showed that the modiﬁed KIVA accurately predicted the
ignition delay, heat release rate, in-cylinder pressure, and NOx emissions for both diesel
16

and biodiesel cases. The results further showed that delaying fuel injection timing to near
TDC, thus leading combustion to LTC mode, as an effective way to reduce NOx.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION TOOL OVERVIEW AND CALIBRATION
This study uses a relatively new multi-dimensional CFD code, CONVERGE, developed by Convergent Science, Inc. to model diesel and biodiesel combustion. Unlike other
CFD tools which require the computational grid to coincide with the geometry, CONVERGE applies a novel boundary approach that uses the user supplied combustion chamber geometry data (surface.dat) to cut the intersected cells (cut-cell) at runtime [54],
as shown in Figure 3.1. This technique increases the grid generation and computational
efﬁciency and makes local grid reﬁnement possible, which will be discussed in detail later.

Figure 3.1
Cutaway view of cutcell [54]
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3.1 Input and Output Files Overview
There are two types of input ﬁles in CONVERGE: *.in ﬁles and *.dat ﬁles. The
*.in ﬁles contain coefﬁcients and toggle switches for the submodels and the *.dat
ﬁles contain physics and chemistry data of different species or geometry information. A
summary of major input ﬁles can be found in Table 3.1. All the ﬁles should reside in the
directory where CONVERGE is executed.
Table 3.1
Summary of major input ﬁles
Input ﬁles
input.in
boundary.in
initialize.in
spray.in
combust.in
turbulence.in
embedded.in
amr.in
engine.in
post.in
surface.dat
mech.dat
therm.dat
liquid.dat

Description
Numerical and simulation control, submodels control
Boundary conditions
Initial conditions
Spray, vaporization setting
Combustion and emissions model control
Turbulence setting
Fixed embedding control
Adaptive mesh reﬁnement control
Engine geometry
Parameters that needed in cell-by-cell post processing data
Surface and boundary speciﬁcation
Elements, species and reactions information
Thermodynamic properties of related species
Physical properties of related liquids

Meanwhile, there are three types of output ﬁles. As the input ﬁles are read in, *.echo
ﬁles will be generated, each corresponding to a *.in ﬁle of the same preﬁx. They contain
formatting information or possible errors. The *.out ﬁles and the post*.out ﬁles are
dumped once the codes are running normally. The *.out ﬁles give the spatially averaged
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data at a user deﬁned frequency. The post*.out ﬁles give cell-by-cell quantities for all
the cells in the domain. They can be post-processed to give visual images of in-cylinder
ﬂows and combustion for results analysis. A summary of major output ﬁles can be founded
in Table 3.2. The schematic of input an output ﬁles is shown in Figure 3.2.
Table 3.2
Summary of major output ﬁles
Output ﬁles
thermo.out
emissions.out
spray.out
species.out

Description
Thermodynamic data and hear release rate
Emissions data
Spray data
Species mass

3.2 Grid Manipulation
When the grids are generated during runtime, they can be manipulated to be ﬁner
based on the computation efﬁciency and accuracy demand. They include ﬁxed embedding,
adaptive mesh reﬁnement (AMR), and grid scaling.
Fixed embedding is used where the user knows that ﬂow, heat transfer, and combustion
should be especially taken care of, like the cells around the injector nozzles in a compression ignition (CI) engine. The reﬁnement is controlled by:
dx embed = dx orig base ∗ 2−(embed level) ,

(3.1)

where embed level is the integer embed scale given in embedded.in ﬁle, whose higher
value leads to ﬁner mesh.
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Figure 3.2
Schematic of CONVERGE ﬁles [54]

Fixed embedding can be applied around the boundary (BOUND), in a spherical region (SPHERE), in a cylindrical shape (CYLINDER), and around a nozzle or an injector
(NOZZLE or INJECTOR). The capitalized words within parentheses are the key words
for each type of embedding and should be speciﬁed explicitly in embedded.in, along
with the location in the coordinate system and the timing of activation and termination.
Apart from ﬁxed embedding activated regions, AMR adds grid reﬁnement when it is
rather difﬁcult to determine where grid reﬁnement is needed. This algorithm included
in CONVERGE ﬁrst calculates the magnitude of the sub-grid ﬁeld. If its absolute value
surpasses a user-deﬁned value, cells will be added. There are four types of ﬁelds that may
need AMR: velocity, temperature, species, and passives (a transported scalar that does not
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affect the solution of the other transport equations). Like the other two grid reﬁnement,
AMR requires the input of the ﬁeld type, scale level, and start and end timing (amr.in).
For all cases in this study, the base grid size was ﬁxed at 1.4 mm in each of the three
dimensions. To resolve the ﬂow near the injector, a ﬁxed grid embedding scheme (with
scale of 2) was employed such that the minimum grid size is 0.35 mm. Around the boundaries (piston bowl, liner, and cylinder head), a ﬁxed grid embedding scheme (with scale
1) was also employed such that the minimum grid size is 0.7 mm. Two levels of AMR
were employed for the velocity and temperature ﬁelds. Grid reﬁnement around the spray
periphery after SOI can be seen in Figure 3.3.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.3

Grid reﬁnement (a) before and (b) after SOI (10◦ BTDC)

Grid scaling was not used in this study, because it targets on all the grids in the domain
and is not as ﬂexible as the two reﬁnements described above.
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3.3 Numerics
Finite volume method was applied to solve the governing equations listed below.
The mass transport equation is:
∂ρ ∂ρui
+
= ρ˙s .
∂t
∂xi

(3.2)

The momentum transport equation is:
∂P
∂σij
∂ρui ∂ρui uj
+
=−
+
+ Fs ,
∂xi
∂xj
∂t
∂xj

(3.3)

where the stress tensor is:
σij = μ(

2
∂uk
∂ui ∂uj
+
) + (μ − μ)(
∂xi
3
∂xk
∂xj

(3.4)

ij ).

In the above equations, u is the velocity, ρ is the density, ρ˙s is the source term due to spray
evaporation, Fs is the source term due to the force transmitted to the gas phase through
droplet drag, body forces, and momentum exchange due to evaporation. P is the pressure,
μ is the viscosity, μ is the dilatational viscosity (set to zero), and

ij

is the Kronecker delta.

The energy transport equation is:
∂T
∂Ym
∂uj
∂ui ∂(K ∂xj ) ∂(ρD j hm ∂xj )
∂ρe ∂uj ρe
+
+
+ Q̇s ,
+
=P
+ σij
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂t
∂xj

(3.5)

where Ym is the mass fraction of species m, D is the mass diffusion coefﬁcient, e is the
speciﬁc internal energy, K is the conductivity, Q̇s is the source term due to combustion and
droplet evaporation, hm is the species enthalpy, and T is temperature.
The species transport equation is:
m
)
∂(ρD ∂Y
∂ρm ∂uj ρm
∂xj
+
=
+ Sm ,
∂xj
∂t
∂xj
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(3.6)

where ρm is the species density, and Sm is the source term due to chemical reactions.
Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) algorithm [55], a predictor-corrector
technique, was used for pressure-velocity splitting. The operations in one time step are
shown in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that for each time step, all the transported quantities of
the previous time step (tm1) are ﬁrst updated. After that, PISO starts, solving the velocity
ﬁeld and updating it based on implicit pressure solutions. If PISO does not converge, extra
PISO iterations are executed, within which transport equations (except for momentum and
turbulence) are solved using either point wise SOR or Jacobi. Due to the excellent convergence performance of the Jacobi algorithm, users can add another PISO iteration using
the Jacobi (strict conserve). Details can be found in [54].

3.4 Submodels and Calibration
There are several submodels included in CONVERGE to describe combustion and
ﬂuid ﬂows. They are: the liquid injection model, the spray breakup model, the drop drag
model, the collision and coalescence model, the drop/wall interaction model, the vaporization model, the turbulence model, the combustion model, and the emissions model. They
are described brieﬂy here, while more details can be found in the reference listed in each
sub-section.

3.4.1 Liquid Injection Model
The liquid injection model deﬁnes the injector and injection mode. CONVERGE introduces the drop ”parcels” (blobs) concept [56] as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4
Operations in one time step [54]
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Parcels represent a number of identical drops (i.e., same radius, velocity, temperature,
etc.), and are used to statistically represent the entire spray ﬁeld. By using the parcel
formulation, the computation time of a spray is signiﬁcantly reduced [54].
Users can deﬁne multiple injectors. Each injector can have its own injection timing,
fuel amount, rate-shape, etc. Users should also deﬁne the location and orientation of each
injector. Each injector can have several nozzle oriﬁces. The parameters of each nozzle
oriﬁces, such as the diameter, the cone angle, the spray tilt angle relative to injector axis,
the location, the orientation, etc should be deﬁned as well.

Figure 3.5
Illustration of ”blob” injection [56]
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3.4.2 Spray Breakup Model
Four types of spray breakup models are included in CONVERGE: the KH model, the
RT model, the LISA model, and the TAB model.
As shown in Figure 3.6, the KH instability model assumes the parcels injected from
the injector nozzles to be a cylindrical jet with a diameter equal to the nozzle diameter,
2 ∗ a. Due to shear forces from fuel/air interaction (aerodynamic instabilities), waves will
form on the surface of the cylindrical jet. When the wave growth rate, ωKH , reaches the
maximum value, ΩKH , the liquid surface is assumed to breakup [17].

Figure 3.6
Schematic of KH breakup [57]

The radius rc of the new child drop is given by:
rc = B0 ∗ ΛKH ,
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(3.7)

where B0 is an input constant to control the drop size. ΛKH is the wavelength corresponding to ΩKH . The rate of change of the parent parcel is given by:
da
a − rc
=−
,
dt
τKH

(3.8)

where τKH is the breakup time deﬁned as:
τKH =

3.726B1 a
,
ΛKH ΩKH

(3.9)

where B1 is called the breakup time constant. According to [58], it is related to the initial
disturbance level on the liquid jet and differs with various injector nozzle structures. Thus,
B1 requires special calibration. The effects of B1 on AHRR and cumulative heat release
is shown in Figure 3.7. This parametric study is for the BMEP = 7.5 bar and SOI = 10◦
BTDC diesel case. It can be observed that, as smaller B1 leads to faster spray breakup
process (smaller τKH ), it leads to faster AHRR increase, higher AHRR peak in premix
burn, longer combustion duration, and more heat release.
Along with the KH model, there is another model, the RT model, to predict spray
breakup [18]. This model assumes that the drops rapidly decelerate due to the drag force
and waves thus form on the surface. When viscosity is included, the RT wave growth rate
can be written [59] as:
2
(
ωRT = −kRT

μl + μg
)+
ρl + ρg

kRT (

ρl − ρg
μl + μg 2
k3 σ
4
)a − RT + kRT
(
),
ρl + ρg
ρl + ρg
ρl + ρg

(3.10)

where kRT is the wavenumber, μl is the liquid viscosity, μg is the gas viscosity, ρl is the liquid density, ρg is the gas density, a is the drop deceleration, and σ is the liquid surface tension. The maximum wave growth rate, ΩRT , is found out by ﬁrst solving Equation (3.10)
for the corresponding wavenumber KRT using a bisection method.
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Figure 3.7

Effects of B1 on (a) AHRR and (b) cumulative heat release

The wavelength ΛRT , corresponding to the maximum wave growth rate,KRT , is given
as:
ΛRT = 2π/KRT .

(3.11)

As shown by [60], if the scaled wavelength, CRT ΛRT , is smaller than the drop diameter,
the RT waves are assumed to be growing on the surface of the drop. If the RT waves
have been growing for sufﬁcient time (Cτ /ΩRT ), the drop is broken according to the RT
mechanism. The child drop radius rRT is given by [61]:
rRT = CRT ΛRT .

(3.12)

CRT and Cτ are input constants and can be modiﬁed to change the child drop size and
breakup speed.
Instead of running the KH and RT models separately, it is common that they are run
together. In this study, it is assumed that the KH mechanism controls the primary breakup
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of the injected parcels and both the KH and the RT mechanisms are in charge of the
secondary breakup the child drops which were created in the previous process [54].
The values for important constants are listed in Table 3.3. They are kept the same
throughout this study.
Table 3.3
Important spray breakup constants in two fuel cases
Constant
B1
B0
CRT
Cτ

Value in diesel case
28
0.61
0.1
1.0

Value in biodiesel case
28
0.61
0.1
1.0

TAB and LISA model are not used is this study. Additional details can be found in
[16] and [19].

3.4.3 Drop Drag Model
If a drop within a parcel is assumed to be a sphere throughout its life time, the drag
coefﬁcient is given by [62]:

CD,sphere =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪

0.424 if Re > 1000,
24
(1
Re

+

Re2/3
)
6

(3.13)

if Re ≤ 1000

where Re is the Reynolds number calculated by the drops spherical diameter, the gasphase density, the laminar viscosity, and the relative velocity between the drop and the
gas.
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However, in realistic conditions, a drop is not likely to maintain the spherical shape. It
may distort due to fuel/air interaction. One extreme case is that it becomes a disk whose
drag is greatly increased. To account for this condition, the drop drag coefﬁcient, Cd , is
also provided by [62]:
CD = CD,sphere(1 + 2.632y),

(3.14)

where y is the drop distortion (y = 0 for a sphere and y = 1 for a disk) and can be calculated
based on the Taylor’s analogy [16] between an oscillating and distorting droplet and a
spring-mass system:
− tt

y(t) = W ec + e

d

[(y − W ec ) cos(ωt) +

1 dy
y(t = 0) − W ec
( (t = 0) +
) sin(ωt)],
ω dt
td
(3.15)

where
W ec =

CF
W eg ,
Ck Cb

(3.16)

ρg U 2 r0
,
σ

(3.17)

W eg =

1
Cd μ l
=
,
2 ρl r02
td

(3.18)

and

ω 2 = Ck

σ
1
− 2.
3
ρl r0 td

(3.19)

W eg is the drop Weber number, U is the relative velocity if the droplet, μl is the liquid viscosity, ρl is the liquid density, ρg is the gas density, σ is the liquid surface tension, ω is the
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droplet oscillation frequency, and r0 is the undisturbed droplet radius. The dimensionless
constants are from [63]: Ck = 8, Cd = 5, CF = 1/3, Cb = 1/2.
3.4.4 Collision and Coalescence Model
The collision and coalescence model controls the possible interaction between parcels.
Two models are implemented in CONVERGE. One is the O’Rourke model [64]. In this
model, the collision happens only between two parcels governed by Poisson distribution.
The other one is the No Time Counter (NTC) method [65] which applies stochastic
sub-sampling of the parcels within each cell, resulting in faster and more accurate solutions
compared to the O’Rourke model. The NTC model is used in this study.
Collision outcomes include grazing collision, coalescence, stretching separation, and
reﬂexive separation [66]. Besides general mesh reﬁnement, collision and coalescence can
have their own adaptive collision mesh [67]

3.4.5 Drop/Wall Interaction Model
Drop/wall interaction affects the combustible fuel distribution in the combustion chamber and can affect the combustion process. Thus, a reliable model should be able to well
predict the outcome of this process. Two drop/wall interaction models are implemented in
CONVERGE. One is the rebound/slide model model [68]. In this model, whether the impingement outcome is rebound or slide is determined by incoming drop’s Weber number:
W ei =

ρl Vn2 d0
,
σ
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(3.20)

where Vn is the velocity component normal to the surface and d0 is the diameter of the
incoming drop. If W ei is less than 80 (rebound regime), the drop rebounds. Otherwise,
the drop slides. This model is used in this study.
The other model is the more comprehensive wall/ﬁlm model [54] which includes rebounding, splashing, and ﬁlm separation.

3.4.6 Vaporization Model
Once fuels are injected, they vaporize to form ignitable fuel vapor. According to
Frossling correlation [11], the change of the drop radius, r0 , can be written as:
dr0
ρg D Y1∗ − Y1
=−
Shd ,
dt
2ρl r0 1 − Y1∗

(3.21)

where D is the mass diffusivity of liquid vapor in air, Y1∗ is the vapor mass fraction at
the drop’s surface, Y ∗ is the vapor mass fraction, and Shd is the Sherwood number. In
this study, the vaporization model is able to manage multiple components simultaneously
because there are 3 species in the biodiesel surrogate mixture.

3.4.7 Turbulence Model
Turbulence is a key factor for better fuel/air mixing, and thus better combustion and
emissions. The RNG k − ε model is applied. The transport equations for the turbulent
kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation of turbulent energy, ε can be given respectively as:
∂ρk ∂ρui k
∂ui
∂ μ ∂k
+
− ρε + Ẇs ,
+
= τij
∂xj ∂xj P rk ∂xj
∂t
∂xi
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(3.22)

and
∂ρε ∂ρui ε
∂
μ ∂ε
∂ui
∂ui
ε
+
=
(
) − cε3 ρε
+ (cε1
τij − cε2 ρε + cs Ss ) − ρR, (3.23)
∂xj P rε xj
∂xi
∂xj
k
∂t
∂xi
where
R=

Cμ η 3 (1 − η/η0 ) ε3
.
k
1 + βη 3

(3.24)

In the above equations, Ws is the source term due to interaction of turbulence with spray
droplets, cε1 , cε2 , cε3 , and cs are adjustable model constants [54]. After k and ε are obtained, they are substituted into the RANS equations for mass and momentum transport.
Conductivity in the energy transport equation will be replaced by turbulent conductivity,
which is deﬁned as:
Kt = K + cp

μt
.
Pr

(3.25)

In the above equation, P r is the Prandtl number, and μt is the turbulent viscosity, deﬁned
as:
μ t = μ + Cμ ρ

k2
,
ε

(3.26)

where Cμ is a turbulence model constant.

3.4.8 Combustion Model
Combustion model directly affects the accuracy of this simulation. The detailed chemical kinetics model, SAGE [28], is used.
According to [69], a multi-step chemical reaction mechanism can be written as
J

J

vji χj ⇔
j=1

vji χj ,
j=1
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(3.27)

where vji and vji are the stoichiometric coefﬁcients for the reactants and products, respectively, for species j and reaction i, and χj represents the chemical symbol for species
j. For multi-step reactions, vji and vji are i*j sparse matrices, because only six species
appear in each elementary reaction at most. The net production rate of species j is:
I

ω̇j =

(3.28)

(vji − vji )qi
i=1

where qi is rate-of-progress variable for the ith reaction. qi is deﬁned as:
J

qi = kf i

[Xj ]


vji

J

− kri

j=1



[Xj ]vji ,

(3.29)

j=1

where [Xj ] is the mole fraction of species j, and kf i and kri are the forward and reverse rate
coefﬁcient of reaction i. The forward coefﬁcient kf i is deﬁned in the empirical Arrhenius
form:
kf i = Af i T bf i e−Ef i /Ru T ,

(3.30)

where Af i is the pre-exponential factor or frequency factor, bf i is the temperature exponent, Ef i is the activation energy, Ru is the universal gas constant, and T is the cell
temperature. The reverse coefﬁcient kri can be deﬁned in a similar way.
The mass and energy conservation equations for a given cell are:
d[Xj ]
= ω̇j ,
dt

(3.31)

and
V
dT
=
dt

dP
dt

− j h¯j ω̇j
,
¯
j [Xj ]cp,j

(3.32)

where h¯j and c¯p,j are the molar speciﬁc enthalpy and molar constant-pressure speciﬁc heat
of species j, respectively.
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Users should provide thermodynamic data (thermo.dat) and the chemical kinetic
mechanism (mech.dat) in CHEMKIN format. In this study, Chalmers University of
Technology’s diesel (n-heptane as surrogate) mechanism (http://www.tfd.chalmers.se/ valeri/MECH.html) and Luo’s biodiesel (MD, MD9D, n-heptane as surrogate) mechanism
[49] were used.

3.4.9 Emission Model
Since emissions are of particular interest in this study on diesel and biodiesel combustion, the model should be able to catch the trends. NOx is modeled using the thermal NOx
model [29]. This model consists of the following reactions:
N2 + O → NO + N,

(3.33)

N2 + O → NO + N,

(3.34)

OH + N → NO + H.

(3.35)

If N-atoms are assumed to be in steady state, the production rate of NO can be written as:
d[NO]
= 2k[O][N2 ],
dt

(3.36)

where [ ] designates the mole fraction of certain species, and k is the reaction rate coefﬁcient. NOx formation is proportional to the local temperature, residence time, and local
equivalence ratio. It is generally neglected at temperature below 1800K. As the engine
NOx data is reported according to the EPA NO2 based reporting standard, a factor of
1.533 (ratio of NO2 to NO molecular masses) is used to convert the predicted NO to NOx.
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On the other hand, soot emission can be modeled using the Hiroyasu model [70] which
can be written as the soot mass formation rate minus the soot mass oxidation rate, namely:
dMs
dMs f
dMs o
=
−
,
dt
dt
dt

(3.37)

where the formation can be written as:
dMsf
Esf
= Asf P 0.5 exp(−
)Mf orm .
dt
Ru T

(3.38)

In the above equation, Asf is the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, P is the cell pressure,
Esf is the activation energy, Ru is the universal gas constant, T is the cell temperature, and
Mf orm is the mass of the fuel vapor that can form soot.
The soot oxidation rate can be derived based on the Nagle and Strickland-Constable
(NSC) model [71], within which carbon is oxidized due to two mechanisms whose rates
depend on surface chemistry involving the more reactive A sites and the less reactive B
sites.

3.4.10 Multi-zone Model
Unlike solving transport equations, which are all coupled, when simulating the combustion chemistry, each species needs a seperate partial differential equation. Even the
reduced biodiesel mechanism still contains 89 specise. It leads to very long computation
time. Thus, the multi-zone chemistry solver is implemented in CONVERGE. This approach groups computational cells that undergo similar scalar-state history (e.g., temperatureequivalence ratio history). The thermodynamics information of each zone is calculated
and mapped back to each cell in the zone. Bin sizes of temperature and equivalence ratio
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should be deﬁned by the user in order to group computational cell. They are set to 10 K
and 0.1 respectively.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter ﬁrst focuses on the simulation preparation, i.e. engine conﬁguration,
operating conditions, data processing, 3D computational domain construction, and initial
conditions. Then, all the simulation results are presented and analyzed.

4.1 Engine and Operating Conditions
The speciﬁcations and operating conditions of the engine in this study, a Volkswagen
1.9L TDI diesel engine, are provided in Table 4.1. This engine has four in-line cylinders. It
must be mentioned that the nominal compression ratio from the engine manual is 19.5:1;
however, in the experiments, it could be lower due to assembly, gasket effect, etc. The
method to determine the actual compression ratio using the simulation will be described
below. The actual swirl ratio is not known and is assumed to be 2.0. As closed cycle
simulation is performed here, only IVC and EVO are listed here.

4.2 Experimental Setup and Raw Data Processing
Eventhough the author is not responsible for the experiment, it is necessary to describe
brieﬂy here the measurement of engine operation and emissions for readers’ reference.
More details can be found in Shoemaker’s thesis [72].
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Table 4.1
Engine speciﬁcations and operating conditions
Parameter
Bore
Stroke
Connecting rod length
Nominal compression ratio
Nominal swirl ratio
Intake valve closing
Exhaust valve opening
Injector type
Nozzle diameter
Injection fuel temperature
BMEP
Engine speed

Value
79.5 mm
95.5 mm
144.4 mm
17.0:1
2.0
125 BTDC
129 ATDC
Mechanical injector (each with 5 nozzles)
0.205 mm
316 K
2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 bar
1800 rpm

Engine speed was controlled with a Froude Hoffman AG80 (Imperial) eddy current
dynamometer and engine torque was measured with a calibrated load cell. All gaseous
exhaust emissions and smoke were measured downstream of the turbocharger turbine.
Gaseous emissions were routed through an emissions sampling trolley to an integrated
emissions bench (EGAS2M) which is equipped with two chemiluminescent detection cells
(Topaze 32M) for NO and NOx measurement. The data were collected and post-processed
(time-averaged) with a modular LabVIEW-based data acquisition system (DAQ) with National Instruments PXI hardware. Intake air mass ﬂow rates were measured with a FlowMaxx venturi ﬂow meter. Biodiesel mass ﬂow rate was measured with a Max Machinery
Model 213 piston ﬂow meter. In-cylinder pressure was measured in cylinder number one
using a Kistler 6056A piezo-electric pressure transducer mounted in a Kistler 6544Q series glow plug adapter. Needle lift (NL) was measured using a stock injector that was
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instrumented with a (Wolff) needle lift sensor coupled to a signal conditioner. Both incylinder pressure and needle lift measurements were recorded with National Instruments
PXI S-Series hardware using a BEI encoder of 0.5 CAD resolution.
After obtaining experimental in-cylinder pressure and NL data, it is necessary to route
them through data post-processing to get in-cylinder averaged pressure and apparent heat
release rate (AHRR) data for examining simulation results, as well as (from the NL curve)
SOI, which is a very critical input parameter in the simulation.
All the raw experimental data were processed through a Matlab single-zone code originally developed by Krishnan [73]. Pressure data were advanced by 1.5 CAD to just avoid
logP-logV curve crossover (normally, expansion pressures are lower than pressures during the compression stroke while motoring due to heat transfer irreversibilities [73], see
Figure 4.1), then averaged, and smoothed by two points, and NL data were shifted by the
same amount and averaged. The curves were smoothed by two points because if points
are too many, the pre-mixed burn spikes in the AHRR curve (discussed below) would be
smeared, and if points are too few, cycle variations (kinks) can still be seen in the curves.
Instantaneous AHRR ( dQ
) was derived from instantaneous in-cylinder averaged pressure
dθ
P and volume V :
dQ
γ
dV
1
dp
=
P
+
V ,
dθ
γ − 1 dθ
γ − 1 dθ

(4.1)

where θ and γ are the crank angle and ratio of speciﬁc heats (cp /cv ), respectively. The
AHRR curve was not smoothed.
As Krishnan’s single-zone code only allows input raw pressure date obtained from a
full engine cycle (four strokes) and only with 0.5 CAD resolution, some modiﬁcations
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were made to make the code compatible with raw pressure of arbitrary range and with
any resolution. Validation was made by comparing the AHRR obtained by passing CONVERGE pressure through this code and the AHRR outputted directly from CONVERGE.
As can be seen in Figure 4.2, even though AHRR produced from this code is based on
basic thermodynamic rules, and AHRR produced from CONVERGE is based on chemical kinetics, the agreement is good. In addition, part of discrepancy may result from the
different heat transfer models in the two tools.
2
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Figure 4.1
LogP-logV while motoring (no crossover)
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Figure 4.2
Comparison of AHRR from modiﬁed single-zone code and AHRR directly from
CONVERGE simulation

4.3 Computational Domain
The piston surface of the engine was measured using a tool called FaroArm [74]. Three
dimensional coordinates of all the collected points were introduced to a 3D mechanical
design software, Inventor (http://usa.autodesk.com/autodesk-inventor/). Along with the
known stroke and measured crevice geometry, a draft computational domain was built.
A corresponding .stl ﬁle was exported to the CONVERGE user interface, where the
surface of the domain was checked and corrected, and the boundaries were deﬁned. Here
are some important steps in checking domain surface:
1. Set the origin of the coordinate system at the cylinder head and the position of piston
to bottom dead center (BDC). Make the piston move along z-axis.
2. Make sure the normal vector of each triangle on the surface points towards the ﬂuid
domain.
3. Make sure the length units of each surface are correct.
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After this step, a surface.dat (only this name can be recognized by the simulation)
ﬁle was exported. A set of squish height values were added to the stroke length in the
surface.dat ﬁle. The squish height value that made the simulated motoring pressure
match experimental motoring pressure (i.e. the same compression ratio for the model
and the engine) was chosen as the correct value, and the corresponding 3D computational
domain became the ﬁnal domain used in this study. The compression ratio used in this
study was found to be near 17.0:1 after this process. A good match of motoring pressure
is shown in Figure 4.3, indicating that the chosen squish height value is very reasonable.
The computational domain of the VW engine is shown in Figure 4.4. Since the combustion
chamber is not axisymmetric, a 360◦ full mesh was constructed. The maximum number of
cells can reach 300,000 near TDC when local grid reﬁnement is employed. The minimum
number of cells can be as lower as 7,000 near the end of the compression stroke, just
before fuel injection (see Figure 4.5). The geometry of the inlet and outlet manifolds
were difﬁcult to measure and not readily available from other sources. So, the present
study only focuses on closed cycle simulations. Running with 32 processors (2.6GHz),
The longest computation time can reach 20 hours, for biodiesel combustion simulation
at BMEP = 10bar. Because even the reduced biodiesel mechanism is still larger than
h-heptane (diesel surrogate) mechanism, and the most amount of fuel is injected at the
highest load. Comparatively, for diesel simulations, the longest computation time is 12
hours.
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Figure 4.3
Motoring pressure comparison between simulation and experiment

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4

(a) Computational domain of the engine and (b) piston surface geometry
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Figure 4.5
Total number of cells in the domain during one simulation (BMEP = 10bar)

4.4 Initial Inputs
Some inputs are known relatively well. For example, pressure at IVC is obtained from
experimental pressure data, the amount of injected fuel, and injected fuel temperatures is
obtained from steady state data.
Some inputs are not known and difﬁcult to obtain, so several approximations are made:
1. Actual SOI and duration of injection (DOI) are deﬁned as the CAD corresponding
to a slight increase in the NL curve and the CAD where NL curve tends to ﬂatten.
They are illustrated in Figure 4.5. Their values in each simulation are also listed
in Table 4.2. Since the SOIs are around 10◦ , 4◦ , 0◦ BTDC, they are listed as these
nominal values in the all the plots for simplicity.
2. The gas exchange process from BDC to IVC is polytropic (index n = 1.3), so temperature at IVC is calculated to be around 350K (used for all the simulations).
3. Five nozzles distribute evenly around the injector tip periphery. And the spray angle
relative to injector axis is 75◦ .
4. Injection pressure is around 200 bar (discharge coefﬁcient will be adjusted between
0.6 and 0.8 to maintain this peak injection pressure). Injection rate shape of each
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spray is top-hat (a set of rate shapes were tested in the simulation, including top-hat,
isosceles triangle, and slow-rise, fast-down triangle. Although the third rate shape
always produced better AHRR predictions, only top-hat rate shape produced the
peak injection pressure to be around 200 bar, so this rate shape is chosen).
5. Spray from each nozzle is in solid cone shape, and the cone angle is 18◦ .
6. Boundary temperatures are 553 K, 433 K, and 523 K (default values in CONVERGE) for piston surface, liner, and cylinder head for all the simulation.
7. Composition of biodiesel surrogates (n-heptane, MD, and MD9D) is set as 0.5, 0.25,
and 0.25 as suggested by Luo et al. [49]. This is expected to mimic the biodiesel
combustion characteristics in a constant volume well.
SOI, DOI, and mass of fuel in each simulation case are listed in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.6
Deﬁnition of SOI and DOI in NL curve
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Table 4.2
SOI, DOI, and mass of fuel in each simulation case
Fuel

BMEP (bar)

Diesel

10

Biodiesel 10
Diesel

7.5

Biodiesel 7.5
Diesel

5

Biodiesel 5
Diesel

2.5

Biodiesel 2.5

SOI (BTDC)
10.5
6.0
1.0
14.0
8.0
4.0
11.5
5.0
0.5
14.0
6.5
2.5
10.5
4.5
0.0
12.5
6.0
2.0
10.5
4.5
0.0
12.0
6.0
1.5

DOI (CAD)
16.5
21.0
18.0
21.0
18.0
20.0
17.0
16.5
14.5
19.0
16.0
17.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
13.5
13.0
14.0
16.5
9.0
10.0
13.5
11.0
11.5
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Fuel injected (kg/cycle cyl)
2.7667e-5
3.0743e-5
3.0743e-5
3.2593e-5
3.2593e-5
3.2593e-5
2.1864e-5
2.3055e-5
2.3055e-5
2.8520e-5
2.4400e-5
2.4400e-5
1.5755e-5
1.5370e-5
1.5370e-5
2.0370e-5
2.0370e-5
3.0370e-5
2.7667e-5
1.1528e-6
1.1528e-5
1.2200e-5
1.2200e-5
1.2200e-5

4.5 Diesel Combustion Results
Comparisons of in-cylinder averaged pressure and AHRR from the diesel combustion
simulations and the corresponding experiments are shown in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, and
Table 4.3. As mentioned in the previous chapter, spray breakup constants are especially
calibrated (and kept constant after calibration).
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Figure 4.7

Pressure comparison for diesel simulations, BMEPs: (from a to d) 10, 7.5, 5, 2.5 bar
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Table 4.3
Ignition delays from experiment and simulation
Fuel

BMEP (bar)

Diesel

10

Biodiesel 10
Diesel

7.5

Biodiesel 7.5
Diesel

5

Biodiesel 5
Diesel

2.5

Biodiesel 2.5

Nominal SOI
(BTDC)
10
4
0
10
4
0
10
4
0
10
4
0
10
4
0
10
4
0
10
4
0
10
4
0

50

Ignition delay
in exp. (CAD)
2.0
3.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.5
2.5
4.0
2.0
2.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
4.5
4.0
4.5
3.0
2.0
2.5

Ignition delay
in sim. (CAD)
3.0
3.5
3.5
4.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
2.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
5.0
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Figure 4.8

AHRR comparison for diesel simulations, BMEPs: (from a to d) 10, 7.5, 5, 2.5 bar

In general, the pressure curves and ignition delays are predicted accurately. However,
the AHRR during the initial phase (“premixed burn”) is over-predicted in all cases, especially when SOI is 10 BTDC, and medium and high loads; it is counter to experimental
trend. In experiment, the pre-mixed burn spikes are lower for SOI = 4 BTDC and higher
for other two SOIs. The reason might be that, the relatively lower in-cylinder temperatures at early injection timings and the possible incomplete fuel/air mixing at late injection
timings are both favorable to premixed burn. But this trend is not captured by the simu51

lation results when BMEPs are 2.5 bar and 5 bar. These discrepancies are likely due to
uncertainties in the initial conditions, especially the rate of fuel injection, which were not
measured experimentally.

4.6 Biodiesel Combustion Results
In-cylinder averaged pressure and AHRR comparisons are also shown in Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.10, and Table 4.3 for biodiesel combustion.
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Figure 4.9

Pressure comparison for biodiesel simulations, BMEPs: (from a to d) 10, 7.5, 5, 2.5 bar
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Figure 4.10

AHRR comparison for biodiesel simulations, BMEPs: (from a to d) 10, 7.5, 5, 2.5 bar

The pressures (especially peak pressures) match well by magnitude, except for BMEP
= 2.5 bar case, and the ignition delays are in good agreement with experimental data for all
the cases. The increase in predicted AHRR after ignition is slower compared to the experimental AHRR for all cases with biodiesel, thus affecting the combustion phasing, overall
heat release rate, and NOx emissions later in the combustion process. The peak predicted
AHRR values are consistently higher than the corresponding experimental values; this is
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more obvious at low load conditions. Possible reasons for the slower initial AHRR predictions may include uncertainties in initial conditions as well as potential inadequacies
related to the low-temperature chemistry in the biodiesel mechanism. These issues need
to be addressed in future work. It is also interesting to ﬁnd that there is no discernible
premixed burn spike in biodiesel AHRR curves compared to diesel. The reason might
be that the presence of oxygen atoms in biodiesel molecule helps avoid fuel rich regions
around sprays in combustion. This explanation can be conﬁrmed by the equivalence ratio
contours shown later in this chapter.

4.7 NOx Comparisons and Analysis
Figure 4.11 shows in the NOx in ppm (parts per million). Generally the predicted
values for diesel are close to experimental data, but they are under-predicted for biodiesel.
It is interesting to note that, at BMEP = 2.5 bar and SOI = 0◦ BTDC, diesel experimental
NOx in ppm is higher than biodiesel experimental data. The drawback of this plot is that
it does not take into account the difference between masses of the two injected fuels.
Figure 4.12 compares the NOx emissions indices from both diesel and biodiesel combustion at the four engine loads. The NOx emissions index is deﬁned as the ratio of the
mass of NOx in grams to the mass of fuel injected in kilograms. NOx emissions are not
presented in the commonly used brake speciﬁc NOx (BSNOx) format because the simulation does not provide engine brake power. It can be seen that NOx is accurately predicted
at all injection timings for diesel combustion, while for the biodiesel cases, the NOx levels
were under-predicted by nearly 50 percent. This is very likely linked to the discrepancies
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between the experiments and simulations in combustion phasing and heat release rates discussed above. Despite the under-prediction of NOx for biodiesel combustion, it must be
emphasized that both diesel and biodiesel simulations capture the general NOx trends versus fuel injection timing at every load, i.e., retarded injection timings lead to lower NOx
emissions. This trend may be attributed to the retardation in combustion phasing (e.g.,
CA50) with retarded SOI, thus lowering local temperatures and reducing NOx.
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Figure 4.11

NOx (in ppm) comparison for diesel and biodiesel simulations, BMEPs: (from a to d) 10,
7.5, 5, 2.5 bar
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NOx index comparison for diesel and biodiesel simulations, BMEPs: (from a to d) 10,
7.5, 5, 2.5 bar

It should be noted from Figure 4.12 that, although BSNOx emissions are widely reported to be higher for biodiesel combustion [4, 5], the NOx emissions per unit mass of
fuel consumption are not necessarily higher, as is the case at all four loads (observed both
experimentally and from the simulations) in this work. Since biodiesel’s lower heating
value (LHV) is lower compared to diesel, a greater mass of biodiesel is needed to obtain
the same load as diesel (assuming the same fuel conversion efﬁciencies were maintained
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with both fuels). Therefore, even if the mass of NOx is slightly higher with biodiesel, the
NOx emissions expressed as grams per kg of fuel (emissions indices) can still be comparable to diesel combustion values.
As stated in the previous chapter, Prompt NOx mechanism is not considered in this
study (There is no CH-related reactions in n-heptane mechanism, thus, prompt mechanism is not applicable for diesel combustion simulation. To ensure a fair comparison,
prompt mechanism is not used for biodiesel simulation neither). But the negligence never
diminishes the potential importance of this mechanism during NOx formation. As shown
by Som [75], prompt NOx was higher for biodiesel. Absence of this mechanism might
lead to NOx under-prediction, which needs further conﬁrmation.
To explain these NOx indices trends with currently available data, the thermal NO
mechanism is employed. According to this mechanism, the local temperature, the residence time (the relative durations for which pro-NOx formation conditions persist in the
cylinder), and the local oxygen availability can all inﬂuence NOx formation. They are
analyzed here one by one. Since at BMEP = 7.5 bar, the pressure and AHRR curves match
best for the two fuels, and trends of the three thermal NO mechanism factors are very
similar among other loads, analysis below will be focused on this load.
Figure 4.13 (a) presents the in-cylinder peak temperatures as well as in-cylinder averaged temperatures at to examine the possible offsetting contribution to NOx formation
from low temperature regions at BMEP = 7.5 bar. Peak temperatures are higher for early
injection timings and for diesel combustion. Similar trends can be observed in in-cylinder
averaged temperatures and peak temperatures. These trends from both temperature traces
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help to explain the observed (from both experiment and simulation) higher NOx index for
advanced SOIs and for diesel combustion in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.13

In-cylinder averaged (a) and peak (b) temperature comparison between diesel and
biodiesel

Figure 4.14 shows the temperature contours on a cut-plane of one spray (parallel to
the xoz plane in the computation domain, see Figure 4.4) at 5◦ BTDC, 0◦ BTDC, and 20◦
ATDC, during NOx formation (for SOI = 10◦ BTDC at this load). The legend “Time”
means the CAD relative to compression TDC, not seconds. At 5◦ BTDC (around 5 CAD
after SOI), diesel combustion has already exhibited pre-mixed burn, corresponding to the
high pre-mixed burn spike in Figure 4.8 (b); the peak temperature has reached as high
as 2500 K. While at the same timing, the biodiesel combustion is still dominated by low
temperature chemistry (below 1000 K), corresponding to the slow increase of AHRR in
Figure 4.10 (b). At 0◦ BTDC, both diesel and biodiesel combustion have transited to mixing controlled burn. More obviously for diesel, diffusion ﬂames has formed, and ﬂame
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lift-off length shortens and probably has reached steady state. For biodiesel, the diffusion
ﬂames are probably still forming. At 20◦ ATDC, combustion is still going on with temperature decreasing. High temperature regions can still be spotted in diesel combustion.
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(e)
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Figure 4.14

Temperature contours on a cut-plane of one spray at 5◦ BTDC, 0◦ BTDC, and 20◦ ATDC,
diesel left and biodiesel right
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Based on simulation post-processing data, the percentage of cells with temperatures
falling within 100 K temperature slots from 1800 K to 2800 K is calculated at every 5 CAD
from SOI to 60◦ ATDC by an in-house developed modular tool in Matlab (code attached in
Appendix B). To the author’s knowledge, this analysis has not been performed in the past
with engine CFD simulations.
Results are shown in Figure 4.15, and the residence times of cells within certain temperature range are listed in Table 4.4. This analysis, together with equivalence ratio analysis below, is only performed for the BMEP = 7.5 bar, SOI = 10◦ BTDC case.
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Figure 4.15

Percentage of cells with temperatures from 1800K to 2800K, diesel left, biodiesel right

It can be seen that more cells in biodiesel combustion have temperatures between 1800
K and 2700 K, while more cells in diesel combustion have temperatures higher than 2700
K. This conﬁrms the peak and averaged temperature trend shown in Figure 4.13. However,
cells with temperatures higher than 2000 K usually have 10 CAD longer residence time
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in diesel combustion, while cells with temperatures between 1800K and 2000 K have less
residence time. The combined contribution of higher peak temperature, larger regions
with temperatures higher than 2700 K and longer residence times in diesel combustion is
believed to be more inﬂuential in NOx formation.
Table 4.4
Residence times for diesel and biodisel combustion
Temperature (K)
1800 - 1900
1900 - 2000
2000 - 2100
2100 - 2200
2200 - 2300
2300 - 2400
2400 - 2500
2500 - 2600
2600 - 2700
2700 - 2800
2800+

Residence time in
diesel case (CAD)
70+
70+
70
65
60
50
45
40
35
30
20

Residence time in
biodiesel case (CAD)
70++
70++
65
55
45
40
35
30
25
20
0

Figure 4.16 shows the equivalence ratio contours on the same cut-plane. Traditional
deﬁnition of the equivalence ratio, i.e.
φ=

(F/A)
,
(F/A)st

(4.2)

is used for diesel. But this deﬁnition is not accurate for biodiesel stoichiometry calculation,
because oxygen atoms are taken as part of the oxygenated fuel. Oxygen equivalence ratio,
φΩ , is used to quantify local oxygen availability in biodiesel combustion and is deﬁned by
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Mueller [4] as the amount of oxygen required to convert all carbon atoms to CO2 and all
hydrogen atoms to H2 O, divided by the amount of oxygen available in the reactants:
φΩ =

2nC + 12 nH
,
nO

(4.3)

φ
,
1 − φ1−φ
Ω,F

(4.4)

Furthermore, it can be written as:
φΩ =

where φΩ,F is the oxygen equivalence ratio of the fuel alone. Once the biodiesel surrogates
composition, their molecular weights, and the biodiesel mass are known, the mole of n, c,
and o atoms can be calculated. Substituting these values to Equation 4.3, the fuel oxygen
equivalence ratio in this study is calculated to be 29.8, close to the data reported in [4].
As expected, local oxygen equivalence ratios in biodiesel combustion are all closer
to stoichiometric (which is favorable to NOx formation), as a result of the presence of
oxygen atoms in the biodiesel molecules. It is also interesting to note that, there are more
areas around the boundaries showing HC existence, indicating possible more fuel/wall
impingement. This hypothesis will be conﬁrmed by the plot shown later in this chapter. In
addition, as can be observed from Figure 4.17, more cells in biodiesel simulation would
have oxygen equivalence ratios closer to stoichiometric,and the residence times are longer.
However, inﬂuence from the oxygen equivalence ratio alone is likely overwhelmed by
temperature in NOx formation, as shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.17 further investigates the reason of relatively lower temperature in biodiesel
combustion by showing the history of two other emissions: CO and HC. It can been seen
clearly that HC from biodiesel is much higher, indicating that the conversion of biodiesel
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is less complete. This observation can be conﬁrmed by Figure 4.16, which shows that
biodiesel has relatively earlier presence and larger area of wall impingement. The less
complete fuel conversion probably leads to lower averaged and peak temperature and thus
NOx formation. This hypothesis needs to be examined by numerical experiment of diesel
and biodiesel combustion in a constant volume, within which there is not fuel/wall impingement, and all the parameters are the same except for the fuel type.
Also because of fuel/wall impingement in both fuels’ combustion, the liquid length
are the same for both fuels, as shown in Figure 4.18, although initial spray penetration
is different. It is different from Som’s simulation results [36, 37], in which biodiesel
produced longer liquid length. It might be expected that longer liquid length correlates to
larger areas of diffusion ﬂames where NOx is mainly formed. If both fuels have the same
liquid length and same spray cone angle (deﬁned in input), it is very likely that the areas of
diffusion ﬂames their combustion are similar. This might be another reason that biodiesel
combustion produces less NOx. This hypothesis needs further validation, in a constant
volume vessel.
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Figure 4.16

Equivalence ratio contours on a cut-plane of one spray at 5◦ BTDC, 0◦ BTDC, and
20◦ ATDC, diesel left and biodiesel right
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Percentage of cells with (oxygen) equivalence ratios from 0.8 to 1.4, diesel left, biodiesel
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HC and CO history during diesel and biodiesel combustion
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusions
Detailed CFD simulations were performed in a multi-cylinder light duty diesel engine
over a range of engine loads and fuel injection timings. The results obtained in this work
lead to the following important conclusions:
1. The current CFD model and associated submodels were calibrated and validated. To
be more speciﬁc, for the diesel combustion simulation, the pressure data and ignition delays are predicted very well, while pre-mixed burn spikes are over-predicted
for medium and high load simulation cases. For biodiesel combustion simulation,
the pressure data and ignition delays predictions are also acceptable, while the combustion after ignition is too slow. Discrepancies may be attributed to uncertainties
in initial conditions, and for biodiesel, also from low temperature chemistry.
2. NOx in ppm and NOx indices are well predicted for diesel combustion, but underpredicted by as much as 50 percent for biodiesel simulation. The mismatch may
be due to the mismatch in AHRR curves. NOx indices are all higher for diesel (in
both experiment and simulation), because more biodiesel (lower LHV) is needed
to maintain the same load in the experiment. For both fuels, NOx indices become
lower when SOIs are retarded, because of retarded combustion phasing.
3. Observed NOx trends are explained based on the thermal NO mechanism. A new
modular Matlab tool was developed to investigate the cell-wise distribution of local
temperatures or equivalence ratio (oxygen equivalence ratio for biodiesel) within
certain range (bins) and the residence times during combustion process. The results
show that there are larger regions with higher temperatures (more than 2700 K)
and longer residence times (around 10 CAD) during diesel combustion. There are
larger regions with oxygen equivalence ratios closer to stoichiometric and longer
residence time during biodiesel combustion. But their inﬂuences are overwhelmed
by high temperatures.
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4. Higher HC emissions from biodiesel combustion indicate the conversion of biodiesel
is less complete, leading to generally lower temperatures in the cylinder. The liquid
length of both fuels are the same due to wall impingement.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
In general the results and analysis discussed in this work are acceptable. But, additional
work is necessary to improve the results and solidify the analysis. In summary, they are
listed below:
1. More accurate initial conditions (e.g. rate shape of injection, injection pressure,
swirl ratio, etc.) are very necessary for better in-cylinder pressure and AHRR predictions. Thus, it might be very helpful if the mechanical injectors in the engine are
replaced by common rail injectors, and if the aforementioned parameters needed to
specify initial and boundary conditions are measured accurately.
2. Low temperature chemistry of the reduced biodiesel mechanism needs to be improved and validated. A more detailed modeling of low temperature chemistry for
biodiesel combustion may improve the predictions, especially during the initial combustion phase.
3. It may be helpful to perform numerical experiments of diesel and biodiesel combustion in a constant volume vessel, in which there is no fuel/ wall impingement, and
all the parameters are the same except for the fuel type. After this process, it can be
determined whether it is wall impingement (less complete conversion of biodiesel)
that leads to relatively lower temperatures and lower NOx formation for biodiesel
combustion.
4. It may be helpful to perform numerical experiments of diesel and biodiesel combustion in a constant volume vessel, in which there is no fuel/ wall impingement, and
all the parameters are the same except for the fuel type. After this process, it can be
determined whether it is wall impingement (less complete conversion of biodiesel)
that leads to relatively lower temperatures and lower NOx formation for biodiesel
combustion.
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APPENDIX A
MODIFICATION OF MATLAB SINGLE-ZONE CODE
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function CAT_Single_Zone_Combustion
prompt = {’Enter Starting CAD of pressure data relative to
compression TDC:’,’Enter Ending CAD of pressure data relative
to compression TDC:’,’Enter CAD interval:’};
dlg_title = ’pressure data format’;
num_lines = 1;
def = {’345’,’379.5’,’0.5’};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def);
SOD=str2double(answer(1));
EOD=str2double(answer(2));
interval=str2double(answer(3));
np=(EOD-SOD)/interval+1;
% 1. To get the engine constants such as Bore,Stroke etc.
[B,S,l,cr,ivo,ivc,evo,evc,inj,N,Sp,Privc]
=engine_constants(1);
% 2. To obtain pertinent volumes, area and dV/dtheta from
%the volume function
[vol_disp,vol_clear,vol_tot,vol_inst,dV,A]
=volume(B,S,l,cr,np,interval);
% 3. To shift the obtained raw pressure data.
[thetad,thetar,nca,dir,P_raw,n,needle_lift,Needle_raw,
which_case,motor_file,motor_av_file,fire_file,fire_av_file]
=pressure_shifting(1,np,interval,SOD,EOD);
% 4. To scale the shifted pressures
[P_raw]=pressure_scaling(thetad,P_raw,n,np);
% 5. To average the shifted and scaled pressures
[P_av,dP_av,Needle_av]=averaging(P_raw,n,needle_lift,
Needle_raw,which_case,motor_av_file,fire_av_file,np,
interval,SOD,EOD);
P=zeros(np,1);
dP=zeros(np,1);
Needle=zeros(np,1);
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V=zeros(np,1);
i=1:1:np;
P(i)=P_av(i)*100;
dP(i)=dP_av(i)*100;
V=vol_inst;
Needle=Needle_av;
% 7. To obtain various heat release/heat transfer rates etc.
[Q_rel,Q_rel_net,Q_rel_cum,Q_rel_net_cum,Q_h,Q_h_cum,T,dmb,
mb_cumul,mb,yb,P_m,eoc]=heats_single(P,V,dP,dV,B,A,vol_disp
,ivc,Sp,N,thetad,inj,motor_av_file,fire_av_file,np,interval
,SOD,EOD,Privc);
P=P/100;
dP=dP/100;
% 8. To plot graphs
figures(Q_rel,Q_rel_net,Q_rel_cum,Q_rel_net_cum,Q_h,Q_h_cum,
T,dmb,mb_cumul,mb,yb,P,P_m,Needle,thetad,inj,fire_av_file,np);
% 9. To write Output Files in MS EXCEL format
outputs(Q_rel,Q_rel_net,Q_rel_cum,Q_rel_net_cum,Q_h,Q_h_cum,
T,dmb,mb_cumul,mb,yb,P,P_m,Needle,thetad,inj,fire_av_file,np);
return;
function [B,S,l,cr,ivo,ivc,evo,evc,inj,N,Sp,Privc]
=engine_constants(cat)
ivo=1408;
ivc=470;
evo=978;
evc=6;
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inj=692;
N=1800;
Sp=(2*S*N)/60;
Privc=1.49;
return;

%bar

function [vol_disp,vol_clear,vol_tot,vol_inst,dV,A]
=volume(B,S,l,cr,np,interval)
a=S/2;
s=zeros(1440,1);
vol_inst=zeros(1440,1);
A=zeros(1440,1);
vol_disp=(pi/4)*(Bˆ2)*S;
vol_clear=vol_disp/(cr-1);
vol_tot=vol_disp + vol_clear;
thetad=0:interval:719.5;
thetar=thetad*pi/180;
i=1:1:1440;
s(i)= a*cos(thetar(i)) + (lˆ2-aˆ2*sin(thetar(i)).
*sin(thetar(i))).ˆ0.5;
Ap=pi*(Bˆ2)/4;
Ach=Ap;
A(i)=Ach + Ap + pi*B*(l+a-s(i));
vol_inst(i)=(vol_clear + (pi/4)*Bˆ2*(l+a-s(i)));
dV=zeros(1440,1);
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dV(i)=(pi/4)*(Bˆ2)*(a*sin(thetar(i)) + 0.5*(aˆ2)*
sin(2*thetar(i)).*(lˆ2-aˆ2*sin(thetar(i)).
*sin(thetar(i))).ˆ(-0.5));
return;

function [thetad,thetar,nca,dir,P_raw,n,needle_lift,
Needle_raw,which_case,motor_file,motor_av_file,fire_file,
fire_av_file]=pressure_shifting(cat,np,interval,SOD,EOD)
% Reading from the text file (produced by LabView)
%containing raw pressure data
def=’Motoring’;
which_case=questdlg(’Do you want to analyse motoring data or
firing data?:’,’ENGINE OPERATING CONDITION’,’Motoring’,
’Firing’,def);
which_case=char(which_case);

def=’Yes’;
needle_lift=questdlg(’Are you measuring needle lift along
with the pressure data?:’,’DATA FILE CONTENTS’,’Yes’,’No’
,def);
needle_lift=char(needle_lift);
switch (which_case)
case ’Motoring’
[motor_file_name,motor_path_name]=uigetfile(’*.txt’,
’RAW MOTORING PRESSURE DATA FILE AND PATH’);
motor_file_name=char(motor_file_name);
motor_path_name=char(motor_path_name);
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motor_file=strcat(motor_path_name,motor_file_name);
%Since this case is for motoring only...
fire_file=’’;
fire_av_file=’’;

%The following two steps are meant to convert the
%motoring filename to a suitable filename
%for the averaged motoring file
len=length(motor_file);
motor_av_file=strcat(motor_file(1:len-4),’_av’,
motor_file(len-3:len));
fP_raw=fopen(motor_file,’r’);
switch (needle_lift)
case ’Yes’
full_get_array=fscanf(fP_raw,’%f’);
n=length(full_get_array)/(2*np);
i=1:2:length(full_get_array)-1;
j=1:1:length(full_get_array)/2;
get_array(j)=full_get_array(i+1);
needle_get_array(j)=full_get_array(i);
mult_factor=20;
needle_get_array=needle_get_array/mult_factor;
needle_get_array=needle_get_array*10;
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case ’No’
get_array=fscanf(fP_raw,’%f’);
n=length(get_array)/np;
needle_get_array=zeros(length(get_array),1);
end

% Variable Declarations
P_raw=zeros(np,n);
Needle_raw=zeros(np,n);
thetad=SOD:interval:EOD;
thetar=thetad*pi/180;
shift=questdlg(’Do you want to shift pressure (and needle
lift) data w.r.t crankangle?’,’Pressure shifting dialog’);
switch (shift),
case ’Yes’
prompt={’Advance or Retard (a/r)?:’,’By how many
crank angles?:’};
prompt_title=’Advancing or Retarding the pressure
(and needle lift) data wrt crank angle’;
def={’a’,’0’};
lineNo=1;
%dir=input(’Advance or Retard?(a/r):

’,’s’);

ans=inputdlg(prompt,prompt_title,lineNo,def);
dir=char(ans(1));
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nca=str2double(ans(2));
if nca>0
switch (dir),
case ’r’
p=1:1:2*nca;
q=length(get_array):-1:length(get_array)-2*nca+1;
new_get_array(p)=get_array(q);
new_needle_get_array(p)=needle_get_array(q);
i=(2*nca+1):1:length(get_array);
new_get_array(i)=get_array(i-2*nca);
new_needle_get_array(i)=needle_get_array(i-2*nca);
case ’a’
p=1:1:2*nca;
q=length(get_array):-1:length(get_array)-2*nca+1;
new_get_array(q)=get_array(p);
new_needle_get_array(q)=needle_get_array(p);
i=1:1:length(get_array)-2*nca;
new_get_array(i)=get_array(i+2*nca);
new_needle_get_array(i)=needle_get_array(i+2*nca);
end
else
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errordlg(’Zero or Negative value encountered for
shifting variable!!’,’WARNING’);
pause;
%break;
end
case ’No’
new_get_array=get_array;
new_needle_get_array=needle_get_array;
nca=0.0;
dir=’not shifted’;
end
k=1;
for j=1:1:n;
for i=1:1:np;
P_raw(i,j)=new_get_array(k);
Needle_raw(i,j)=new_needle_get_array(k);
k=k+1;
end
end
fclose(fP_raw);
case ’Firing’
motor_file=’’;
[motor_av_file_name,motor_av_path_name]=uigetfile(’*.txt’,
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’AVERAGE MOTORING PRESSURE DATA FILE AND PATH’);
motor_av_file_name=char(motor_av_file_name);
motor_av_path_name=char(motor_av_path_name);
motor_av_file=strcat(motor_av_path_name,motor_av_file_name);
[fire_file_name,fire_path_name]=uigetfile(’*.txt’,
’RAW FIRING PRESSURE DATA FILE AND PATH’);
fire_file_name=char(fire_file_name);
fire_path_name=char(fire_path_name);
fire_file=strcat(fire_path_name,fire_file_name);
len=length(fire_file);
fprintf(’length=%d\n’,len);
fire_av_file=strcat(fire_file(1:len-4),’_av’,
fire_file(len-3:len));
fP_raw=fopen(fire_file,’r’);
fprintf(’fP_raw=%d\n’,fP_raw);
switch (needle_lift)
case ’Yes’
full_get_array=fscanf(fP_raw,’%f’);
n=length(full_get_array)/(2*np);
i=1:2:length(full_get_array)-1;
j=1:1:length(full_get_array)/2;
get_array(j)=full_get_array(i+1);
needle_get_array(j)=full_get_array(i);
mult_factor=20;
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needle_get_array=needle_get_array/mult_factor;
needle_get_array=needle_get_array*10;
case ’No’
get_array=fscanf(fP_raw,’%f’);
n=length(get_array)/np;
needle_get_array=zeros(length(get_array),1);
end
% Variable Declarations
P_raw=zeros(np,n);
Needle_raw=zeros(np,n);
thetad=SOD:interval:EOD;
thetar=thetad*pi/180;
shift=questdlg(’Do you want to shift pressure data w.r.t
crankangle?’,’Pressure shifting dialog’);
switch (shift),
case ’Yes’
prompt={’Advance or Retard? (a/r):’,’By how many crank
angles?:’};
prompt_title=’Advancing or Retarding the pressure
data wrt crank angle’;
def={’a’,’0’};
lineNo=1;
%dir=input(’Advance or Retard?(a/r):
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’,’s’);

ans=inputdlg(prompt,prompt_title,lineNo,def);
dir=char(ans(1))
nca=str2double(ans(2))
if nca>0
switch (dir),
case ’r’
p=1:1:2*nca;
q=length(get_array):-1:length(get_array)-2*nca+1;
new_get_array(p)=get_array(q);
new_needle_get_array(p)=needle_get_array(q);
i=(2*nca+1):1:length(get_array);
new_get_array(i)=get_array(i-2*nca);
new_needle_get_array(i)=needle_get_array(i-2*nca);

case ’a’
p=1:1:2*nca;
q=length(get_array):-1:length(get_array)-2*nca+1;
new_get_array(q)=get_array(p);
new_needle_get_array(q)=needle_get_array(p);
i=1:1:length(get_array)-2*nca;
new_get_array(i)=get_array(i+2*nca);
new_needle_get_array(i)=needle_get_array(i+2*nca);
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end
else
errordlg(’Zero or Negative value encountered for
shifting variable!!’,’WARNING’);
pause;
%break;
end
case ’No’
new_get_array=get_array;
new_needle_get_array=needle_get_array;
nca=0.0;
dir=’not shifted’;

end
k=1;
for j=1:1:n;
for i=1:1:np;
P_raw(i,j)=new_get_array(k);
Needle_raw(i,j)=new_needle_get_array(k);
k=k+1;
end
end
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fclose(fP_raw);
end
return;
function [P_raw]=pressure_scaling(thetad,P_raw,n);
scale=questdlg(’Do you want to scale the pressures with the
absolute intake manifold pressure?(y/n):’,
’Pressure Scaling Dialog’);
switch (scale)
case ’Yes’
prompt={’Please input the absolute intake manifold
pressure in bars:’,’Scaling point (in crank angles):’};
prompt_title=’Attributing Intake Manifold pressure as
reference pressure at the required scaling point in the
intake stroke’;
def={’1.31’,’17’};
lineNo=1;
%dir=input(’Advance or Retard?(a/r):
’,’s’);
ans=inputdlg(prompt,prompt_title,lineNo,def);
abs_P_inlet=str2double(ans(1));
scpt=str2double(ans(2));
spt=2*scpt;
i=1:1:np;
for noc=1:1:n;
P_raw(i,noc)=P_raw(i,noc)-(P_raw(spt,noc)-abs_P_inlet);
end
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P_raw(spt,:)=P_raw(spt,:)-(P_raw(spt,:)-abs_P_inlet);
case ’No’
end
% To plot the Pressure curves for the sampled number of
%cycles together, in order to find the cycle-to-cycle
%variation
figure;
for j=1:1:n;
plot(thetad,P_raw(:,j));
hold on;
end
title (’Super-imposed absolute pressure curves for different
cycles’);
xlabel(’crank angle in degrees’);
ylabel(’Absolute pressure in bars’);
return;
function [P_av,dP_av,Needle_av]=averaging(P_raw,n,
needle_lift,Needle_raw,which_case,motor_av_file,fire_av_file,
np,interval,SOD,EOD)
%Averaging the instantaneous pressure values and getting
%the pressure as a function of crank angle
switch (which_case)
case ’Motoring’
fP_av=fopen(motor_av_file,’wt’);
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case ’Firing’
fP_av=fopen(fire_av_file,’wt’);
end
P_av=zeros(np,1);
Needle_av=zeros(np,1);
p_smooth=questdlg(’Do you want to smoothen the average
pressure data?(y/n):’,’Pressure Smoothing’);
switch(p_smooth),
case ’Yes’
npp=inputdlg(’How many data points before and after any
given data point do you want to average?:’,
’Smoothing Variable’);
npp=str2double(npp);
for i=1+npp:1:np-npp;
P_raw(i,:)= (sum(P_raw(i-npp:1:i+npp,:)))/(2*npp+1);
end
case ’No’
npp=0;
end
P_av=mean(P_raw,2);
Needle_av=mean(Needle_raw,2);
fprintf(fP_av,’%5.3f\n’,P_av);
fclose(fP_av);
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dP_av=zeros(np,1);
i=2:1:np-1;
ip=1:1:np-2;in=3:1:np;
dP_av(i)= (P_av(in) - P_av(ip))/(2*(interval*3.1416)/180.0);
dP_av(1)=dP_av(2);
dP_av(np)=dP_av(np-1);
return;
function [Q_rel,Q_rel_net,Q_rel_cum,Q_rel_net_cum,Q_h,
Q_h_cum,T,dmb,mb_cumul,mb,yb,P_m,eoc] = heats_single
(P,V,dP,dV,B,A,vol_disp,ivc,Sp,N,thetad,inj,motor_av_file,
fire_av_file,np,interval,SOD,EOD,Privc)
%To get user input on the fuel on which the engine is
%operating
default = ’Diesel’;
fuel = questdlg(’Please state whether this test was for
diesel fuelling or dual fuelling:’,
’Mode of Operation...diesel or dual fuel?’,’Diesel’,
’Dual’,default);
fuel = char(fuel);
n = 12;
%CALCULATION OF OVERALL EQUIVALENCE RATIO
[phi,AFs,mng,md,mair,xd] = phi_calc_general(fuel,n);
mf = mng + md;
mf = mf/(500*N);
md = md/(500*N);
mng = mng/(500*N);
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[MWu,MWb,MWd,MWng,MWf]=
mol_wts_general_single(phi,fuel,n,xd);
R_univ = 8.314;

%Universal Gas Constant in kJ/kmol-K

Rgas = R_univ/MWu;
T_inlet = inputdlg(’Please input the intake manifold
temperature in C?:’,’Intake Temperature’);
T_inlet = str2double(T_inlet);
T_inlet = T_inlet+273; %Intake temperature in K
fprintf(’T_inlet=f%\n’,T_inlet);
mtot = (Privc*100*V(ivc))/(Rgas*T_inlet);
soc = inj-2*SOD;
eoc = soc+140;
if eoc>np
eoc = np;
end
T = zeros(np,1);
T(1:np) = (P(1:np).*V(1+2*SOD:2*SOD+np))/(mtot*Rgas);
dT = zeros(np,1);
mb = zeros(np,1);
dmb = zeros(np,1);
mb_cumul = zeros(np,1);

%cumulative mass burned

gamma = zeros(np,1);
%Declaration of some more variables
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yb= zeros(np,1); %Fraction of mass-burned
yu= zeros(np,1); %Fraction of mass-unburned
Q_rel= zeros(np,1);
Q_rel_net= zeros(np,1);
Q_rel_cum= zeros(np,1);
Q_rel_net_cum= zeros(np,1);
Q_h = zeros(np,1);
Q_h_cum= zeros(np,1);
thetar = zeros(np,1);

%crank angle in radians

mb(soc) = 0.0;
thetar = thetad*pi/180.0;
gamma(soc) = gamma2(P(soc),T(soc),phi,0.0);
%Cylinder Wall Temperature
T_w = 440.0;
which_hc=’Woschni’;
switch (which_hc)
case ’Woschni’
P_m = zeros(1440,1);
fP_m = fopen(motor_av_file,’r’);
P_m = fscanf(fP_m,’%f’);
P_m = P_m*100.0;
fclose(fP_m);
Pr = Privc;
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Tr = T_inlet;
Vr = V(ivc);
hc = h_Woschni(Sp,B,T(soc),P(soc),vol_disp,V(soc+2*SOD),inj,
P_m(soc+2*SOD),Pr*100,Vr,Tr);

case ’Eichelberg’
hc=h_eichelberg(Sp,T(soc),P(soc));
fprintf(’hc=%f\n’,hc);
otherwise
errordlg(’Unknown heat transfer coefficient!!!’,’ERROR’);
end
Q_h(soc) = hc*A(soc+2*SOD)*(T(soc)-T_w);
omega=2*pi*N/60;

%Angular frequency(omega) in rad/s

Q_h(soc)=Q_h(soc)/omega;
switch(fuel)
case ’Diesel’
QLHVd = 38000.0;
QLHVng = 0.0;
case ’Dual’
QLHVd = 42500.0;
QLHVng = 48500.0;
end
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Qch= (xd*(MWd/MWf)*QLHVd + (1-xd)*(MWng/MWf)*QLHVng)
/(1 + AFs/phi);

ignition=0.0;
for i = soc:1:eoc-1;
if (Q_rel_cum(i) > Qch)
disp(thetad(i));
disp(’The cumulative net heat release (Q_rel_cum)
exceeded the total available mass at the crank angle
mentioned above’);
pause;
%break;
end

%HERE COMES THE MOST IMPORTANT STEP IN THE WHOLE PROGRAM!!!
%Now we find Q_rel_net at thetar(i+1)
Q_rel_net(i) = (gamma(i)/(gamma(i)-1.0))*P(i)*dV(i+2*SOD) +
1.0/(gamma(i)-1.0))*V(i+2*SOD)*dP(i);
%Now we find the gross heat release rate
Q_rel(i) = Q_rel_net(i) + Q_h(i);
%Next we can find the cumulative net and gross heat
%release rates
Q_rel_net_cum(i) = Q_rel_net_cum(i-1) + Q_rel_net(i)*
(3.1416*interval)/180.0;
Q_rel_cum(i) =
Q_rel_cum(i-1) + Q_rel(i)*(3.1416*interval)/180.0;
%We can now find the rate of mass burn wrt theta
%(dmb/dtheta) in kg/rad
dmb(i) = Q_rel(i) * (1.0 + AFs/phi) / (xd*(MWd/MWf)*QLHVd +
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(1-xd)*(MWng/MWf)*QLHVng);
mb_cumul(i) = mb_cumul(i-1) + dmb(i)*(3.1416*interval)/180.0;

%To find mb(i) from dmb(i) by Euler’s integration with
%dtheta in radians
mb(i) = dmb(i)*(3.1416*interval)/180.0;
%NOTE: April 21, 2009 - yb is now found from mb_cumul(1:i)
%so that it can be used in finding gamma
yb(i) = mb_cumul(i)/mtot;
if (dmb(i) < 0.0)
dmb(i) = 0.0;
mb(i) = 0.0;
mb_cumul(i) = mb_cumul(i-1);
yb(i) = mb_cumul(i)/mtot;
end
if (yb(i) > 1.0)
yb(i) = 1.0;
dmb(i) = 0.0;
mb(i) = 0.0;
mb_cumul(i) = mb_cumul(i-1);
end
switch (which_hc)
case ’Woschni’
hc=h_Woschni(Sp,B,T(i+1),P(i+1),vol_disp,V(i+2*SOD+1),inj,
P_m(i+2*SOD+1),Pr*100,Vr,Tr);
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%heat transfer coefficient in kW/mˆ2.K
case ’Eichelberg’
hc=h_eichelberg(Sp,T(i+1),P(i+1));
end
Q_h(i+1)= hc*A(i+1+2*SOD)*(T(i+1)-T_w);
Q_h(i+1)= Q_h(i+1)/omega;
gamma(i+1) = gamma2(P(i+1),T(i+1),phi,yb(i));
if((yb(i)>=0.01 && ignition==0.0))
ignition = thetad(i);
end
if(ignition˜=0.0 && yb(i)<0.01)
ignition=0.0;
end

end

%end of main theta loop from SOC to EVO

smooth=questdlg(’Do you want to smoothen the heat release
profiles?(y/n):’,’Heat Release Curve(s) Smoothing’);
switch(smooth),
case ’Yes’
SNP=inputdlg(’How many data points before and after any
given data point do you want to average?:’,
’Smoothing Variable’);
SNP=str2double(SNP);
for i=1+SNP:1:np-SNP;
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Q_rel(i) = (sum(Q_rel(i-SNP:1:i+SNP)))/(2*SNP+1);
Q_rel_net(i) = (sum(Q_rel_net(i-SNP:1:i+SNP)))/(2*SNP+1);
dmb(i) = (sum(dmb(i-SNP:1:i+SNP)))/(2*SNP+1);
end
end
for i=soc:1:eoc;
Q_rel_cum(i) = sum(Q_rel(1:i))*(3.1416*interval)/180.0;
Q_rel_net_cum(i) = sum(Q_rel_net(1:i))*
(3.1416*interval)/180.0;
Q_h_cum(i) =

sum(Q_h(1:i))*(3.1416*interval)/180.0;

mb_cumul(i) = sum(dmb(1:i))*(3.1416*interval)/180.0;
end
%Now we re-calculate yb based on the new smoothed mb_cumul
i = soc:1:eoc;
yb(i) = mb_cumul(i) / mtot;

%Normalizing cumulative heat releases and heat transfer
Q_rel_cum = Q_rel_cum/(md*QLHVd + mng*QLHVng);
Q_rel_net_cum = Q_rel_net_cum/(md*QLHVd + mng*QLHVng);
Q_h_cum=Q_h_cum/(md*QLHVd + mng*QLHVng);
Q_rel = Q_rel*1000*(pi/180);
Q_rel_net = Q_rel_net*1000*(pi/180);
Q_h = Q_h*1000*(pi/180);
dmb = dmb*(pi/180);
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return;
function hc=h_Woschni(Sp,B,T,P,vol_disp,vol_inst,inj,P_m,
Pr,Vr,Tr)
%For the combustion and expansion period
C1= 2.28;
C2= 3.24e-3;
% Calculation of Average cylinder gas velocity in m/s
w= C1*Sp + C2*((vol_disp*Tr)/(Pr*Vr))*(P-P_m);
% Heat Transfer coefficient calculation
hc=3.26*(Bˆ(-0.2))*(Pˆ(0.8))*(Tˆ(-0.55))*(wˆ(0.8));
hc=hc/1000;
return;
function g=gamma2(P,T,phi,yb)
gzero1=3e-9*Tˆ2 - 9e-5*T + 1.4257;
gzero10=8e-9*Tˆ2 - 1e-4*T + 1.427;
gzero100=1e-8*Tˆ2 - 0.0001*T + 1.4334;

ghalf1=-7E-05*T + 1.3871;
ghalf10=-7E-05*T + 1.3864;
ghalf100=-6E-05*T + 1.3779;
gone1= -7E-05*T + 1.3636;
gone10=-6E-05*T + 1.3571;
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gone100=-5E-05*T + 1.3507;
if T<500
if phi<=0.5
g=1.38 - ((1.38-1.36)/(0.5-0))*phi;
elseif phi<=1
g=1.36 - ((1.36-1.34)/(1-0.5))*(phi-0.5);
end
elseif T<=3500 %Outermost "Temperature Loop"
%Next if the temperature is greater than 500K
if phi<=0.5 %Inner "Phi Loop"
if P<=101.325 %1 atm
gzero=gzero1;
ghalf=ghalf1;
elseif P<=1013.25 %10 atm
gzero=gzero1 + (((gzero10-gzero1)/(1013.25-101.325))
*(P-101.325));
ghalf=ghalf1 + (((ghalf10-ghalf1)/(1013.25-101.325))
*(P-101.325));
elseif P<=10132.5 %100 atm
gzero=gzero10 + (((gzero100-gzero10)/(10132.5-1013.25))
*(P-1013.25));
ghalf=ghalf10 + (((ghalf100-ghalf10)/(10132.5-1013.25))
*(P-1013.25));
else
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gzero=gzero100;
ghalf=ghalf100;
end
gphi=gzero + (((ghalf-gzero)/(0.5-0)))*(phi-0);
if yb==0
g=gzero;
else
g=gphi;
end
elseif phi<=1 %Inner "Phi Loop"
if P<=101.325 %1 atm
gzero=gzero1;
ghalf=ghalf1;
gone=gone1;
elseif P<=1013.25 %10 atm %Innermost "Pressure Loop"
gzero=gzero1 + (((gzero10-gzero1)/(1013.25-101.325))
*(P-101.325));
ghalf=ghalf1 + (((ghalf10-ghalf1)/(1013.25-101.325))
*(P-101.325));
gone=gone1 + (((gone10-gone1)/(1013.25-101.325))
*(P-101.325));
elseif P<=10132.5 %100 atm %Innermost "Pressure Loop"
gzero=gzero10 + (((gzero100-gzero10)/(10132.5-1013.25))
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*(P-1013.25));
ghalf=ghalf10 + (((ghalf100-ghalf10)/(10132.5-1013.25))
*(P-1013.25));
gone=gone10 + (((gone100-gone10)/(10132.5-1013.25))
*(P-1013.25));
else
gzero=gzero100;
ghalf=ghalf100;
gone=gone100;
end
gphi=ghalf + (((gone-ghalf)/(1-0.5)))*(phi-0.5);
if yb==0
g=gzero;
else
g=gphi;
end

end
end
return;
function figures(Q_rel,Q_rel_net,Q_rel_cum,Q_rel_net_cum,
Q_h,Q_h_cum,T,dmb,mb_cumul,mb,yb,P,P_m,Needle,thetad,inj,
fire_av_file,np)
len=length(fire_av_file);
path=strcat(fire_av_file(1:len-4),’_’);
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figure;
plot(thetad(1:np),Q_rel(1:np));
title(’Gross Heat release rate Vs Crank angle’);
xlabel(’Crank angle in degrees’);
ylabel(’Gross Heat Release rate in J/deg CA’);
grid on;
figure;
plot(thetad(1:np:1:np),yb(1:np:1:np),’-’);
title(’Burned Mass fraction Vs Crank angle’);
xlabel(’Crank angle in degrees’);
ylabel(’Fraction of mass burned’);
grid on;
%********SAVING VOLUME AND MASS BURNED FRACTIONS FIGURE***
hand=gcf;
saveas(hand,strcat(path,’Yb.emf’))
%*********************************************************
figure;
plot(thetad(1:np:1:np),T(1:np:1:np),’g-’);
hold on;
xlabel(’Crank angle in degrees’);
ylabel(’Temperature in K’);
title(’Instantaneous mass averaged in-cylinder
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temperature’);
%*************SAVING TEMPERATURES FIGURE******************
hand=gcf;
saveas(hand,strcat(path,’T.emf’))
%*********************************************************
end
function outputs(Q_rel,Q_rel_net,Q_rel_cum,Q_rel_net_cum,Q_h,
Q_h_cum,T,dmb,mb_cumul,mb,yb,P,P_m,Needle,thetad,inj,
fire_av_file,np)
eoc=880; %Given on Jan 31, 2001
def=’No’;
save_case=questdlg(’Do you want to save the O/P files now?:’,
’SAVING OUTPUT FILES’,’Yes’,’No’,def);
save_case=char(save_case);
switch (save_case)
case ’Yes’
len=length(fire_av_file);
path=strcat(fire_av_file(1:len-4),’_’);
fQ_rel=fopen(strcat(path,’Q_rel.xls’),’w’);
fQ_rel_net=fopen(strcat(path,’Q_rel_net.xls’),’w’);
fQ_rel_cum=fopen(strcat(path,’Q_rel_cum.xls’),’w’);
fQ_rel_net_cum=fopen(strcat(path,’Q_rel_net_cum.xls’),’w’);
fQ_h=fopen(strcat(path,’Q_h.xls’),’w’);
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fQ_h_cum=fopen(strcat(path,’Q_h_cum.xls’),’w’);
fP_Needle=fopen(strcat(path,’Pr_Needle.xls’),’w’);
fyb=fopen(strcat(path,’yb.xls’),’w’);
fT=fopen(strcat(path,’T.xls’),’w’);
%Now we output the required parameters to excel files
fprintf(fQ_rel,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);Q_rel(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fQ_rel_net,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);
Q_rel_net(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fQ_rel_cum,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);
Q_rel_cum(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fQ_rel_net_cum,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);
Q_rel_net_cum(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fQ_h,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);Q_h(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fQ_h_cum,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);
Q_h_cum(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fyb,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);yb(1:np)’]);
fprintf(fT,’%f\t%f\n’,[thetad(1:np);T(1:np)’]);
fclose(fQ_rel);
fclose(fQ_rel_net);
fclose(fQ_rel_cum);
fclose(fQ_rel_net_cum);
fclose(fQ_h);
fclose(fQ_h_cum);
fclose(fP_Needle);
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fclose(fyb);
fclose(fT);
end
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB MODULAR TOOL FOR POST-PROCESSING DATA ANALYSIS
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% This routine is developed by Zihan Wang (zw81@msstate.edu)
%to investigate cell temperatures. A .col file containing
%x, y, z, vol, temp, phi (6 columns) from post-processing is
%the default input format. The T and Phi range here are
%1800K-2300K and 0.8-1.4, respectively. They need to be
%changed coorespondingly.
[file_name,path_name]=uigetfile(’*.col’,’File:’);
file_name=char(file_name);
fprintf(’ %s’,file_name);
path_name=char(path_name);
file=strcat(path_name, file_name);
openfile = fopen(file,’r’);
scanfile = fscanf(openfile,’%f’);
n = length(scanfile)/6;
fprintf(’%u cells\n’, n);
looplimit = length(scanfile);
for j=1:1:6;
countT(j)=0;
percentageT(j)=0;
end
for j=1:1:5;
countPhi(j)=0;
percentagePhi(j)=0;
end
for i=5:6:looplimit;
if scanfile(i) > 1800 && scanfile(i) < 1900
countT(1) = countT(1) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 1900 && scanfile(i) < 2000
countT(2) = countT(2) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 2000 && scanfile(i) < 2100
countT(3) = countT(3) + 1;
end
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if scanfile(i) > 2100 && scanfile(i) < 2200
countT(4) = countT(4) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 2200 && scanfile(i) < 2300
countT(5) = countT(5) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 2300
countT(6) = countT(6) + 1;
end
end
for i=6:6:looplimit;
if scanfile(i) > 0.8 && scanfile(i)
countPhi(1) = countPhi(1) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 0.9 && scanfile(i)
countPhi(2) = countPhi(2) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 1.0 && scanfile(i)
countPhi(3) = countPhi(3) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 1.1 && scanfile(i)
countPhi(4) = countPhi(4) + 1;
end
if scanfile(i) > 1.2 && scanfile(i)
countPhi(5) = countPhi(5) + 1;
end
end
for j=1:1:6;
percentageT(j) = countT(j)/n;
fprintf(’%f ’, percentageT(j));
end
fprintf(’\n’);
for j=1:1:5;
percentagePhi(j) = countPhi(j)/n;
fprintf(’%f ’, percentagePhi(j));
end
fprintf(’\n’);
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